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FAA Increasing Access to Automated Airspace Approval for
Drone Operators
The Federal Aviation Administration ("FAA") recently announced a nationwide expansion of its automated
airspace approval system, the Low Altitude Authorization and Notification Capability ("LAANC"), and that
it will take applications for new UAS Service Suppliers ("USSs"), which provide LAANC services to the
public.
Commercial small UAS operators must obtain FAA authorization to fly in controlled airspace, generally
found near airports. LAANC is the system through which drone operators are able to receive almost real
time authorization to fly in those areas. Drone operators provide flight information to a USS through an
internet portal and the USS responds electronically based on FAA provided data about permissible flight
locations and altitudes. LAANC is currently available for airspace approvals in only a few parts of the
country.
Businesses that use drones, or are thinking of using drones, will benefit from LAANC's nationwide
expansion. More users will be able to obtain the benefit of rapid airspace authorizations rather than
having to wait for individual review by the FAA, which can take weeks or months. It will also free FAA
resources to focus on more complex requests, which are reviewed by its staff. The FAA intends to
expand the program region by region beginning in April and finishing in September.
Companies interested in UAS traffic management or reaching a segment of drone users may consider
applying to become a USS. The FAA will be taking new USS applications for the first time since selection
of the first four providers in 2017. Potential candidates should have a mature product or the capability to
develop one before onboarding, and should carefully review other application requirements such as
including information about how their system will accurately process airspace requests and correctly
reflect regulatory and airspace requirements. The FAA will review the submission, conduct technical
interviews, and, in July, begin formal onboarding for selected applicants. Applications are due May 16.
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